
THE BEATITUDES
(Matthew 5:1-12)

ေ◌ယရႈခရစ္ေ◌တာ◌္၏
မဂၤလာတရားေ◌တာ◌္



Now when he saw the crowds, he
went up on a mountainside and sat
down. His disciples came to him, 2

and he began to teach them, saying:

3 "Blessed are the poor in spirit,
for theirs is the kingdom of

heaven.
4 Blessed are those who mourn,

for they will be comforted.
5 Blessed are the meek,

for they will inherit the earth.



6 Blessed are those who hunger
and thirst for righteousness,

for they will be filled.
7 Blessed are the merciful,

for they will be shown mercy.
8 Blessed are the pure in heart,

for they will see God.
9 Blessed are the peacemakers,

for they will be called sons of God.



10 Blessed are those who are
persecuted because of righteousness,
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.

11 "Blessed are you when people
insult you, persecute you and
falsely say all kinds of evil against
you because of me. 12 Rejoice and
be glad, because great is your
reward in heaven, for in the same
way they persecuted the prophets
who were before you.



THE BEATITUDES
(Matthew 5:1-12)

ေ◌ယရႈခရစ္ေ◌တာ◌္၏
မဂၤလာတရားေ◌တာ◌္



 Happiness was thought to
have at least two aspects:
hedonia (a life of pleasure)
and eudaimonia (a life well
lived).

 Happiness is referred to as
simply enjoying pleasure and
meaning.



Modern psychologists added
Engagement

“As happiness is subjective,
the stimuli needed to be happy
are also subjective.”



Jesus preached a different
form of happiness

“Blessed” means more than
just ‘happy.’ It is an
exclamation of the inner joy
and peace that comes with
being right with God.



Beatitudes of Jesus seem
paradoxical.

Now when he saw the crowds,
he went up on a mountainside
and sat down. His disciples
came to him, 2 and he began to
teach them, . . .(5:1)



1. Blessed are the poor in
spirit for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven (5:3)
စတိ္ဝိညာဥဆ္င္◌းရဲ◌ႏြ◌မ္◌းပါးေ◌သာ
ĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơသည္ မဂၤလာရိွၾက၏။
အေ◌ၾကာင္◌းĄǾကား
ေ◌ကာင္◌းကင္èƁèŔèǽï űငေံ◌တာ◌္သည္
ĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơ၏◌ႏèŔèǽï űင◌ံျဖစ၏္။ ĆŁï ȫūřခရစ္ဝင္
၅:၃



So how then can one enter the
kingdom of heaven?
ýŒñ ǽèŔရင္ ć Ǿတစ္ေ◌ယာë ȯည္
ေ◌ကာင္◌းë ï űèƁèǽèŔï ȖŮေ◌တာèűë Ŕǽ

ă ą ȮǿèŔĈï űèƁèǽèŔï ȫˀœć ř။

One must be poor in spirit.
ĉ Ǿဟာ ဝိညာŘŌȯဘာမွာဆင္◌းရဲ
နိ◌မွ္◌ခ့်မႈရိွရမည။္



What does this mean?
ŋ ň Ćœë ă œë Ŕǽñ ǽèŔć ǽèŔĀŒĉ ć ř

to recognise our pathetic spiritual
destitution and then to turn to
God for mercy.

ë ƭĥ Ɓ◌္èǽĀȢǿ◌႔ိ၏ ဝိညဥ္ေ◌ရးရာမွာ
ေ◌မၽာွ◌္လင္◌စ့ရာ မရိွ
ì ǽèŔë ǽèŔèŰĆœĄřůèĿāðűŘèŘÿသာ
ေအ◌ျခေအÿë ǽèŔć ë ȓŮၿပီး
ă ǽĆœŰသခင္၏ í Ǹǽဏာေ◌တာ◌္ ဆĉီ Ŕǽ႔ိ
û ǽèŔèŰĈï ȭĄŁœèĿāðȯည္။



2. Blessed are they that mourn
for they will be comforted (5:4)

ဝမ္◌းနည္◌းေ◌ၾကƳë řေ◌သာĉ Ǿû Ŕǽ႔သ
ည္ မဂၤလာရိွၾက၏။
အေ◌ၾကာင္◌းĄǾကား ĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơသည္
◌ႏ◌စွ္သမိ္◌◌့ျခင◌္းë Ŕǽ
ခံစားရၾကလမိ္◌မ့ည။္ ĆŁï ȫūřì ရစ္ဝင္ ၅:၄



‘Mourning’ = spiritual mourning,
a mourning over our sinfulness.

Note the present tense in the
verb ‘mourns.’



"We make much to the grace of
God that we lack the
seriousness of sin. (John Stott)



Tibetan Buddhists’ rolling mantra
prayer beads between their
thumbs and index fingers.



Annual pilgrimage to the
holy city of Lhasa.



But the tax collector stood at a
distance. He would not even
look up to heaven, but beat his
breast and said, `God, have
mercy on me, a sinner.' "I tell
you that this man, rather than
the other, went home justified
before God . (Luke 18:13-14)



Samson

David

The sacrifices of God are a
broken spirit; a broken and
contrite heart, O God, you will
not despise (Psalm 51:17)



3. Blessed are the meek for
they will inherit the earth. (5:5)

èƁèǾèŰညံသ့မ္ိေ◌ြမ႔ေ◌သာ
ĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơသည္ မဂၤလာရိွၾက၏။
အေ◌ၾကာင္◌းĄǾကား ĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơသည္
ကမၻာေ◌◌ျမë Ŕǽ
အေ◌ြမဆက္ခရံၾကလမ္ိ◌မ့ည။္
ĆŁï ȫūřì ĆðűĈï ű၅:၅



Meekness is not cowardice but
strength, courage, conviction -
just like Jesus (Matthew 11:28)
and Moses (Numbers 12:3).

It entails gentleness and self-
control It implies freedom from
malice and a vengeful spirit.



The popular marriage paradigm:
• The wife caused the problem,
• The husband pointed out the

problem,
• In the end the fault of the

problem ended up with the
husband.



"Lord, deliver me from the lust
of always vindicating myself
(St. Augustine)



4. Blessed are those who
hunger and thirst after
righteousness for they will be
filled (5:6)

ေ◌◌ျဖာင္◌မ့တ◌္ျခင္◌းë Ŕǽ
ဆာေ◌လာင္ြမတ္သပိ္
ေ◌သာĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơသည္ မဂၤလာရိွၾက၏။
အေ◌ၾကာင္◌းĄǾကား ĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơသည္
ဝေ◌◌ျပာ◌ျခင◌္းĉ Ŕǽơေ◌ရာက္ၾကလိ
မ္◌မ့ည္။



What is ‘righteousness’ here?
ေဤနရာမွာေ◌◌ျဖာင◌္မ့တ◌္ျခင္◌းñ ǽèŔ

တာဘာလ။ဲ

The conforming to the standard
of God’s will, doing that which is
right and pure in the eyes of God.
ă ǽĆœŰƊ
ň ć ǽèŔŘèû œèűðŮƁŻÿűèŰň û ǽèŔï űèŰ
ĀŮǽŘèñ œï űèĿĀŕŰƅă ǽĆœŰŘèĆŁƢĄŁœĄŁǳȒÿű၊
သန္႔ရွင္◌းေ◌သာ



2 Meanings of Righteousness
• The desire for righteousness in

the personal life
ĄŔĄŔň ĉ ë ȢœĄŁœ
ŘèèĿāœï űè ůĄû űèĿì ï űèŰë ǽèŔ
ဆာငတ္◌ျခင္◌း

• The desire for righteousness in
the land.
◌ျပည္ေ◌တာ◌္မွာ ေ◌◌ျဖာင္◌မ့တ္
èĿì ï űèŰë ǽèŔñ œï û űèĿì ï űèŰ



5. Blessed are the merciful, for they
will be shown mercy (5:7)

သနားၾကင္နာတတ္ေ◌သာĉ Ǿû Ŕǽ႔သည္
မဂၤလာရိွၾက၏။
အေ◌ၾကာင္◌းĄǾကား ĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơသည္
သနားၾကင္နာ◌ျခင္◌းë Ŕǽ
ခံရၾကလမိ္◌မ့ည္။
ĆŁï ȫūřì ĆðűĈï ű၅:၇

A society that despises mercy is
a society that gratifies brutality



What is the outcome when we
express mercy?
ĉ ÿœŰĦ ë ï ȦœĄŻë ǽèŔŘèāœèűèĿĀĿခင္◌း

ရဲ႕ Ćć ýȒă œŘèƭû ć řƆ

1. an absence from chastening.
ñ ŮǽŰĄì ŮǸ ìʾ ï űèŰĄĆŁŔèĿì ï űèŰ

2. a presence of blessings
ေ◌ကာင္◌းႀကးီမဂၤလာရိွ◌ျခင္◌း



6. Blessed are the pure in heart
for they will see God (5:8)
စတိ္◌ႏ◌ćွ ŮǽŰ◌ျဖဴစင္ေ◌သာĉ Ǿû Ŕǽ႔သည္
မဂၤလာရိွၾက၏။
အေ◌ၾကာင္◌းĄǾကား
ĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơသည္ă ǽရားသခငë္ Ŕǽ ◌ျ
မင္ရၾကလမိ္◌မ့ည။္ĆŁï ȫūřì ĆðűĈင္ ၅:၈

‘Pure’ - of metals being refined
till all impurities are removed



7. Blessed are the peacemakers
for they will be called sons of
God (5:9)
ၿငမိ္◌းခ်မ္◌းမႈë Ŕǽ◌ျဖစေ္◌စေ◌သာĉ Ǿ
û Ŕǽơသည္ မဂၤလာရိွၾက၏။
အေ◌ၾကာင္◌းĄǾကား ĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơသည္
ă ǽရားသခင္၏သားမ်ား
Ċ ǽေ◌ခၚေ◌ဝၚ◌ျခင္◌းë Ŕǽခံရၾကလမိ◌္ ့
မည္။
ĆŁï ȫūřì ĆðűĈï ű၅:၉



Two types of peacemakers:
a. Those who resolve a personal

conflict
Āǽí šŚလ္ေ◌ရးရာ ေသဘာထား

ë řŀèƳć řĄŻĄŲœŰë Ŕǽ
ŘèèĿāĆŲï űèŰŘèĀŰĉ ǾĄŲœŰ



"Therefore, if you are offering
your gift at the altar and there
remember that your brother has
something against you, 24
leave your gift there in front of
the altar. First go and be
reconciled to your brother; then
come and offer your gift.
(Matthew 5:23-24)



b. Those who help resolve an
external conflict.

èĿĀï ȧû ǽèŔë ȓŔǿèűë ȫŻë ǽèŔ
ë Ǿõ ŕŘèèĿāĆŁï űèŰŘèĀŰŘèĉ œĉ Ǿမ်ား



Peacemakers are called sons of
God because they are living
representations of God’s children



8. Blessed are those who are
persecuted because of
righteousness for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven (5:10-12)
ေ◌◌ျဖာင္◌မ့တ◌္ျခင္◌းေ◌ၾကာင္◌ ့
◌ၫ◌ဥွ္◌းဆ◌ဲျခင္◌း ခံရေ◌သာ
ĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơသည္ မဂၤလာရိွၾက၏။
အေ◌ၾကာင္◌းĄǾကား
ေ◌ကာင္◌းကင္èƁèŔèǽï űငေံ◌တာ◌္ သည္
ĉ Ǿû Ŕǽơ၏èƁèŔèǽï űင◌ံျဖစ္၏။
ĆŁï ȫūřì ĆðűĈï ű၅:၁၀-၁၂



Blessed are those who are
persecuted because of
righteousness, for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven. 11 "Blessed are
you when people insult you,
persecute you and falsely say all
kinds of evil against you because of
me. 12 Rejoice and be glad, because
great is your reward in heaven, for in
the same way they persecuted the
prophets who were before you.



Remember the words I spoke to
you: `No servant is greater than
his master.' If they persecuted
me, they will persecute you
also. (John 15:20)

"If we do not suffer it's because
we do compromise"
(John Stott)



Rejoice and be glad, because
great is your reward in heaven,
for in the same way they
persecuted the prophets who
were before you. (5:12)



Review
1.Blessed are the poor in spirit

for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven (5:3)

2.Blessed are they that mourn for
they will be comforted (5:4)

3.Blessed are the meek for they
will inherit the earth. (5:5)



4. Blessed are those who
hunger and thirst after
righteousness for they will be
filled (5:6)
5. Blessed are the merciful, for
they will be shown mercy (5:7)
6. Blessed are the pure in heart
for they will see God (5:8)



7. Blessed are the peacemakers
for they will be called sons of
God (5:9)
8. Blessed are those who are
persecuted because of
righteousness for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven (5:10-12)


